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Every student is expected to wear the complete uniform to and from school and for any official school function as required. Students should be neatly groomed wearing the school uniform with pride and for boys this means shirts are to be tucked inside the shorts, and for girls the socks are to worn in the correct manner with stripes visible. Hats are to be free from graffiti.

Classroom teachers check daily that the uniform is neat and clean.

Students who are not correctly attired must have a note with them from their parents explaining the reason for not wearing the proper uniform. This is to be shown to the classroom teacher. If there is no note a reminder will be issued with a lunchtime detention for continual failure to comply. Parents are expected to support the school by promoting the wearing of full school uniform unless in exceptional circumstances.

GIRLS: SUMMER: Navy Blue checked uniform
Black polishable leather school shoes, white socks with red/navy stripe.
Navy Blue V – Neck Pullover with red/white trim and school logo.

**WINTER:**  Same as above.
Optional – Navy Blue/ Red Trim Track Suit

**SPORT:**  Navy Blue Wrap-around pleated skirt or Taslon shorts with white piping.
Red/ Navy T Shirt with piping and emblem
– New sports shirt and shorts to be transitioned over the next three years.
Black Sandshoes/joggers, white socks with red/navy stripe.

**HATS:**  Broad brimmed Navy Hat with school logo.

**BOYS:**  **SUMMER:**  Navy Shorts.
Short Sleeved Blue Shirt with emblem.
Black polishable school shoes, navy socks with red/white stripe. (No canvas, no suede shoes)
Navy Blue V-neck Pullover with red/white trim and school logo.

**WINTER:**  Same as above – Navy Blue Track Suit optional.
Shorts for the boys must be worn under the track suit pants. Track suit is not allowed to be worn by themselves.

**SPORT:**  Navy Blue Shorts with white piping – Taslon.
Red /Navy T-Shirt with white piping an with the school emblem.
Black Sandshoes/joggers, white socks with red/navy stripe.

**HATS:**  Board brimmed Navy Hat with school logo.

Uniform adds style, tone and atmosphere to a school. It assists discipline. Children are expected to be in full school uniform **EVERYDAY**. Please note that variations to this uniform are not accepted. Shoes should not have colour, stripes or words on them. All children are expected to have rain coats. These should be carried in their school bags at all times.

**HAIR:**  It is expected that all children have neat and tidy conventional haircuts ie. No extremes in style. **NO COLOUR ALLOWED**

**BOYS:**
- No undercuts or closely shaved hair
- No longer than collar length
- Natural hair colour
- Short fringe
GIRLS:
- If longer than collar length has to be tied with red, navy or white coloured ribbon
- Natural hair colour – no streaks or colour
- Fringe out of eyes

Jewellery is not to be worn. Watches, a pair of sleepers or studs only (one in each ear) are permitted.

TATTOOS, PIERCINGS, NAIL POLISH
Under no condition is a child allowed to come to school with tattoos, piercing (other than one set of earrings) or nail polish.
If a child does not adhere to this request and come with tattoos, piercings or nail polish they will be removed with the appropriate cleaner.

ALL CLOTHING AND BELONGINGS MUST BE CLEARLY (PERMANENTLY) MARKED WITH CHILD’S NAME.
ALL SCHOOL UNIFORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT LOWES AT TWEED CITY. SECOND HAND UNIFORMS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE CANTEEN.